
To FTP or SFTP

That is the Question

(Ed Jaffe)



What is SFTP?

• SFTP is the secure file transfer protocol that comes with SSH

• What is SSH?

• SSH is available for every modern computing platform
• At PSI we use SSH on z/OS, Windows 10, Mac OS, and Linux
• We use SFTP on all of those platforms as well

• Most implementations use OpenSSH (UNIX-based code)
• https://www.openssh.com/

https://www.openssh.com/


Other Secure File Transfer Protocols

• FTPS
• Ordinary FTP with encrypted data
• Complex to set up on z/OS

• Set up digital certificates in your External Security Manager (usually 
RACF, ACF2, or Top Secret)

• Update your TCP/IP and FTP profile to use AT-TLS
• Set up AT-TLS policy using IBM Configuration Assistant for z/OS 
Communication Server

• Configure and set up Policy Agent on z/OS (PAGENT)

• HTTPS
• Sadly, there is no cURL in the base of z/OS UNIX 
• Available only in dedicated or Java applications (e.g., RECEIVE ORDER)



SSH Authentication

• Generally, only two authentication protocols supported:
• Password prompt
• Public/private key pair (RSA or DSA)

• SSH is engineered so that script execution always prompts 
interactively

• When you use a public/private key pair no password prompt is 
needed. This is generally how we configure our in-house systems.
• ssh-keygen command generates the key pairs for a user
• You take your public key and add it to the authorized_keys file owned 
by the user on the remote system to which you wish to connect.

• This works well, but it is a manual process that requires access to both 
systems to get it set up.



Sample SFTP Downloads With and Without a Password

• The same file is downloaded from two different servers:
• The first server requires a password.
• The second server is pre-configured with my public key stored it the 
remote user’s authorized_keys file. No password is needed.



Performing Those Same Downloads in A Batch Job

• Password required.

• Public/private key pair used. Password not required.



Making SFTP in Batch Work for Other Servers

• It would seem not only prudent but also a requirement to use 
public/private key authentication for batch use of SFTP. Of course, 
this is practical for transfers between trusted servers only.

• But, suppose you wish to use batch job SFTP to transfer files 
to/from a server for which you are unable to edit the remote user’s 
authorized_keys file?
• This could be useful for ad-hoc batch file transfers to/from any 
modern server for which you have login credentials, especially if 
anonymous SFTP is supported.

• The answer lies in a little-known feature intended to allow a GUI 
password window to be displayed on the GNOME desktop which the 
operator accesses using an X Windows (aka X11 or X) server.
• SSH_ASKPASS environment variable identifies a password script
• DISPLAY environment variable contains the word “DISPLAY”



A Practical Example (Securely Transfer a File to IBM’s Site)



A Practical Example (Securely Transfer a File to IBM’s Site)

• The script copies a traditional MVS data set to my home directory

• The script initiates anonymous sftp (password = email address)
• You can also use a transferid and password assigned to you by IBM
• For now, that is optional. You generate them in IBM’s support portal.

• SFTP uploads the file to IBM’s Customer Data Repository (ECuRep)
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